Smart Solutions in Vitoria-Gasteiz

Citizen engagement strategy for the retrofitting package

Main sector



Governance and planning
Citizen engagement

Overview
In Vitoria’s case, there are no house associations that could be used for concentrating the
communication of the project’s value proposal. There are 108 community owners (1305 private
owners) who need to be engaged in the project and agree to refurbishing their houses and changing
their heating system from natural gas to biomass. In this case, a gradual involvement is
recommended. This means starting from an information strategy that enables people to have an
overall idea of the project goals, stakeholders and value proposals and later on, engaging them more
depending on the development of the products and services that are included in the offer. The more
the products and services are defined, the more the engagement process will succeed. But how can
innovative products and services be defined so that citizens would understand their real value? How
can citizens validate whether the product information is clear enough or not? How can some property
owners help to involve other property owners? These are the main questions to be answered during
the process.

The case has been developed as follows:
•

Disseminating the SmartEnCity project at events where the neighborhood is invited.

•

Contacting the pilot area residents to explain the value offer.

•

Setting up an information office in the neighbourhood.

•

Attracting a small number of early adopters and organizing co-creating sessions on how to
engage more people in the neighbourhood.

•

Spreading the experience of the early adopters in the neighborhood.
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Face-to-face interactions are combined with events, exhibitions and group meetings. This means both
individual and collective engagement spaces are created because people want to share their issues
and concerns personally as well as collectively (as they can talk about their experiences). Is also
important to create spaces with early adopters and neighborhood agents who help to communicate
the advantages of the project.

Business model
N/A

Citizen engagement
The first step of the citizen engagement process is that the local project team invests time into making
the project and value proposal understandable. The second step is to share this information with the
citizens – in this case, through a big event that brings everyone together. The third step is to develop
the offer – the retrofitting package – as clearly and specifically as possible. Depending on the
challenges of the project, this phase takes a long time. However, this period can be used to introduce
other aspects of the project to the citizens, for example district renovation in the neighborhood. For the
fourth step, once the product/service is defined clearly and in sufficient detail, it is time to share it. This
will be done through an exhibition with small conferences and roundtables with the project team
explaining the retrofitting package to the visitors. The fifth step is about communicating a deadline by
which the people have to make up their mind.

Process

Develop a
simple value
proposal

Share
general
information
of the
project (big
event)

Develop and
contrast
product/
service
definitions

Share the
product
service
offers
(exhibition)

Communicate
a decision
deadline to
the
neighborhood

Community
meetings
and
workshops

Benefits













integrating the citizen engagement strategy with the project’s value proposal
creating a unique citizen engagement message
identifying how to increase the impact of engaging citizens in smart cities
creating and designing spaces for spreading an innovative culture among the citizens
increased energy efficiency
reduction of energy bill
reduction of carbon emissions
greater transparency of urban processes
increased comfort
social integration
job creation
behavioral change
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Stakeholders
Owner of the solution

ACEDE-H-ENEA Living Lab

Service/technology provider

Citizen Engagement Assessment

Users

Citizens

Investors

Private companies, public funding

Investment/Finance
N/A

Potential for replication
The main precondition for replicating Vitoria’s citizen engagement strategy is not to have house
associations that manage the neighborhood communication process.

Contact
Eukene Barrenetxea
Head of H-ENEA Living Lab
ACEDE –H-Enea Living Lab
ebarrenetxea@h-enea.org
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